Positive Leadership Testimonials

“Three days to focus on implementing positive leadership in your personal and professional life. A great opportunity to interface with your global community and learn the latest in the field of Positive Psychology and Leadership! I left wanting more!”
- Jennifer Simmons, USA/Costa Rica

“This course is an eye opener. Positive Leadership is all about focusing on strengths and opportunities and a good way to ensure a healthy work-environment.”
- Jelle-Jochem Duits, Netherlands/South Sudan

“Find your WHY by engaging with committed leaders and social entrepreneurs coming together to lead in a world of constant change. UPEACE brings nations together for a common purpose. The WHY is the betterment of humanity, with wisdom, compassion, and grit.”
- Iris Prada, Costa Rica

“It's not an investment, it's a gift for your mind and your soul. This is not just another workshop, it's the beginning of a Journey.”
- Diego Lineiro, Costa Rica

“This course sure tackles issues not normally addressed in other programs. It is powerful, innovating, thought provoking…Highly recommended!”
- Cindy Fonseca, USA/Costa Rica

“I could say that my job is 20% substance and 80% dealing with people and managing myself. This course gives great tons for the 80% that no one is teaching yet!”
- Tina Neuvonen, Finland/USA